
Mini Video Bar VC300 
With all-in-one and lightweight design, VC300 is a desktop personal video bar. It features 1080P HD camera, 

high fidelity speaker and microphone, foldable filling light, and USB plug-and-play. 

 

 

Highlights：                          

 All-in-one design: VC300 integrates camera, microphone, speaker and filling light. 

 Built in speaker: Built in high quality speaker, VC300 allows every participant to hear and be heard clearly. 

 Audio Processing Algorithm: VC300 adopts high fidelity 48K audio sampling rate and lossless audio transmission technology in audio 

processing algorithm, supporting AEC, AGC, ANS processing, and bringing excellent full-duplex communication.  

 Filling Light: With foldable filling light design, it will automatically light on when it unfold.  

 1080P FHD: Boasting 2.07 M high quality CMOS image sensor, VC300 can capture 1080P HD image to present true-to-life image, 

excellent clarity and resolution. 

 Distortionless Lens with Wide Angle: 92° distortionless lens.  

 Privacy Cover: Slidable privacy cover ensure your privacy security 

 Low noise and high SNR: Low noise CMOS ensure the super high SNR. And the 2D, 3D NR technology further reduce the noise while 

maintain the image clarity. 

 Plug-and-play: USB plug-and-play, no need to download driver or extra software, convenient and simple to operate. 

 Powerful Compatibility: Compatible with Windows7, windows10, Mac OS 10.10 or higher system.  

 Easy Setup: VC300 comes with fix clip to install on LCD or PC monitor with ease. It can also be placed on desk or tripod.  

 EPTZ：5x digital zoom  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



Technical Specification 

Type Item Description 

Camera 

Lens 

Model TRC-2191A6 

FOV 92°（D） /85°（H）/ 52°（V） 

Iris F2.1 

Focal 

Length 
3.24mm 

Sensor High quality CMOS sensor, effective pixel 2.07M 

Image 

Digital 

Zoom 
5X 

Minimu

m 

illumina

tion 

0.5Lux 

DNR 2D﹠3D  

BLC Available 

Exposur

e 
Parameter can be adjusted, auto exposure is avail 

Video 

adjustm

ent 

Brightness, sharpness, saturation, contrast, white balance, gain, anti-flicker, 

low brightness compensation and other parameters can be adjusted 

Video Format 1080@30fps/25fps compatible downward 

Video 

Compression 

Format 

MJPEG、YUY2、H.264、H.265、NV12 

PTZ  EPTZ 

Mic Built in mic, optimal voice pickup distance 1.5 M. 

Speaker Built in 1*3W speaker. 

Privacy Cover Built in privacy cover 

Filling Light 
Built in filling light 

Foldable design, filling light will automatically on when it unfold. 

Physical 

Interface 
USB 1*USB，audio and video transmission port，type C  

Button 
Filling Light 

Button 
Touchable button for adjustment of filling light luminance  

Indicator Light Indicator Light Working statue 

Power Supply  USB  

Working 

Condition 

Storage 

Temperature 
-10℃～+70℃ 

Storage 

Humidity 
20%～95% 

Working -10℃～+50℃ 



 

 

Dimension 

 

Temperature 

Working 

Humidity 
20%～80% 

Environment Indoors 

Installation 

Method 

Clip on 

Monitor 
Available on different monitors 

Mount on 

Tripod 
Available on universal tripods 


